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G’Day Members,

It’s been a few months since our last newsletters so here is a wrap from my perspective.

As mentioned in last newsletter, several members had their cars appear in Just Holden's 
thmagazine feature for the 50  Anniversary of the EH which is a coup de tat for WA.

at Easter a few members ventured east with their cars along with a custom designed T-
shirt to attend the All States Run on the Gold Coast and brought home a few trophies.  

In an attempt reduce the burden of transport costs, the club held fundraising sausage 
sizzles at various Repco outlets in the metro area and through these we have formed a very 
good relationship with Repco and have been asked to continue supporting their brand 
through more sausage sizzles and displays.

The club's web page had an overhaul and is getting more hits than ever with the forum 
proving to be very popular.  We are finding that the web page, our official Face book page 
combined with electronic mails are the best and quickest way for us to distribute 
information to our members.

Unfortunately, due to the Editors work commitments we only had two editions of the hard 
copy newsletter produced, but I'm sure you'll agree with me that they were high quality 
and a good read especially with the new “A spot light On” member profiles.

The club values the continued support of our two major sponsors, Shannon's Insurance 
and Street Scene Automotive.  Shannon's allows us use of their board room for committee 
meetings whilst Street Scene assist us with mechanical maintenance of our trailer as well 
as raffle prizes from various suppliers.

We have talked about life memberships at nearly every AGM and I am pleased to say that 
the criteria has been decided upon and the two John’s received our first life memberships.

So with what seems like a great year, I’m still a  President that is bereft of passion for the 
club.  

It appears that every year we go through the motions of electing a committee to run your 
club for the next 12 months and everyone is full of support for the plan but yet when it 
comes to implementing the plan via support at events, NOTHING!!!

PRES’ PEN
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You may not know it but this club has a great committee, full of determined people who 
collectively want to see us move forward, but I can see that they too are becoming 
increasingly despondent with the club.

Our finances have never been in such good shape, our events have never been so varied 
and our communications to the members have never been so good!

This is the best committee the club has ever had and without them, my job would have 
been much tougher.  So we should all thank them for their tireless efforts.

But the hard facts are memberships have fallen to a very disappointing low, and this may 
be due to a number of factors, one of which is that the average age is well over 50yrs and 
combined with these Face Book groups that offer the roll up and cruise with us style of 
events, we like many other traditional clubs are suffering.

We are getting very close to the point where we will no longer be an authorised club and 
this will affect those on club 404 more than the rest of us.

I've mentioned this already, but the committee is very disappointed with the member 
participation at events to the point where our event organiser considered throwing in the 
towel.

OK we hear you loud and clear! You don't like the static displays! But the thing is without 
support from clubs like ours, these community events will die off, because believe it or 
not people love seeing our cars out on display.

So we have made the decision to limit static displays to just 3 (Whiteman Park, GM 
Owners Day and Brookton).

We do however need to be seen out and about for National Motoring Heritage Day as this 
is our day of protest against those in the community and Government that don't like old 
cars!  Are you listening 404members?

It's taken us a while but it seems the general consensus is that you are just happy to pay 
your membership, get a newsletter or two, cheaper car insurance and in some cases 
cheaper rego and not get your car out of the shed!

That's fine with us, but just a word of 
warning to the 404 members.  The 
government is tightening up on this and if 
you don't show support to us by attending 
runs, then don't expect the club to go into 
bat for you!

I don't really like finishing my report on 
such a negative note but this really is the 
state of things, and you the members need 
to make a decision today on the way 
forward. 
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Greetings and salutations to you.

Well I've finally got some time to sit down and put the long overdue newsletter together.  I almost feel 
like I should apologies for my tardiness with regards to the lack of editions but as I'm the only one that 
puts their hand up each year for this role, I don’t believe that there is a need for an apology.

It's not as if any of  you are banging my door down demanding a newsletter or that the clubs’ PO Box is 
crammed full of members' contributions just dying to get published so that others known what you're up 
to.  So yet again here is the newsletter from mine and the committees' perspective.

The club held its Annual General Meeting on a rainy day back in June.  The weather had an impact on 
both attendance as well as shiny old Holdens.  Those that did attend enthusiastically and without 
hesitation voted to keep the current committee. They were then asked to vote on 2 life member 
nominations.

So after 25 years of being a club we now have 2 life members and I am humbled to say that I joined John 
Brown in being one of the first ones chosen.

The subject of hosting the 2019 All State Run (ASR) was raised and I am happy to report that there was a 
positive response to this and I have been instructed to look into the logistics of holding the event over 
the Easter period, then report back to the members at the next AGM.

In the meantime a Face Book page has been set up to drip feed information about Western Australia and 
the ASR to those interested.  

The president gave us all a spray in her annual report (included in this newsletter) and I'd say most of 
what she said was true but will fell on deaf ears.  The club however is in good standing financially and 
there were a few suggestions from the floor on what too spend the money on.

Our events co-ordinator gave an account on past runs and the common them was one of disappointing 
participation but those that did attend had a great time whilst being subsidised by the membership subs.

A small number of us (4 cars) made the trek to the Gold Coast for the recent ASR and a report is included 
in this newsletter.

Word on the street is that Rob Bailey has had a heart transplant so now the old grey can keep up with the 
rest of the pack!  I must he does look nice with a couple of inches taken out of his stance.

Our friend in the Insurance Commission of WA have seen fit to slug the motoring public almost $100 
per year on our registrations, the biggest losers are those members that are on Concession 404 where an 
approximated 115% increase will be added to the registration.

The CMCWA has set a stern letter off to the commission on behalf of the 111 vintage car and motorcycle 
clubs in WA, so we will just have to wait and see. The Department of Transport has also announced that 
WA now recognises interstate permits which is good news for those east of the rabbit proof fence that 
come to enjoy all that the Golden West offers.

It’s been a long time coming, but enjoy the read.

Ed

Ed says 
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Shannons on the park
A few members (7 cars) ventured out of the garage on a beautiful winters day to attend the popular Targa West Car 
show on Langley Park.  With such low attendance (getting to be a common theme) it was decided to BYO lunch 
with morning tea provided by Rob again.

AGM
A crappy winter's day meant that the good cars were left tucked away, but we still had a healthy turn out of 
members.  BBQ lunch and a few fizzy drinks, whilst catching up with the country members before getting down 
to business.

Given the chance of crappy weather in June it was voted on that the AGM be moved to March/April to coincide 
with the clubs financial year.  But the big news to come out of the AGM was that the Club inducted its first life 
members who both received a groovy jacket as well as a plaque.

All Australian Car show – Waroona
The event was fizzer as no one replied to Rob's mail and when he and Adrian got to the meeting point they were 
the only ones, so a decision was made to call it off and they went to a local pub and got drunk or was it a cup of tea?  
From all accounts it was a great show and one not to be missed! Oh well there's always next year!

NMHD
The weather was against us on this day and we abandoned ship as we don't like getting wet, which is a bummer as 
this is the one day we should all get our cars out of the shed and show people that we are proud to be part of 
automotive restoration.

Whiteman Park
A good turn out again (14 cars) this year in a cracking 
spot.  Everyone pitched in to get the big red tent up and 
set up the trailer.  A gourmet breakfast was provided to 
members by the resident chef before we sat down and 
talked about cars and other crap. 

It was nice to meet some new members with their 
Winton Red restoration project

Francis Brothers
Well the club is now a proud sponsor of Francis 
Brothers Racing.  Two of the nicest blokes you could 
ever meet and they race EH Holdens!  A few of us 
gathered up at Babagello Raceway to hand over a 
cheque. 

CMCWA Quiz night
Well we proved once again that we EH folk aren't the 
brightest bunch out there. In our defence the questions 
were aimed game show contestants.  One would be 
forgiven for thinking that a car club quiz night may 
have questions about the makes of cars that CMCWA 
represent.

We have done a couple of these now and have decided 
that this would be our last time

run wrap 
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This year saw me attended my 6th ASR and Vera her 4th, with this one in Queensland for the very first time.  The 

location was the Gold Coast with the headquarters at a holiday park just north of Surfers Paradise that had 

accommodation from camping through to self-contained units

Whilst in Mt Gambier I booked a 2 storey villa that slept 6 and the plan was to share this with Simon, Tina, Larry 

and Wendy

Below is an abridged version of my diary

Wednesday

Early flight across our great continent with Larry and Wendy to the Sunshine State capital, Brisbane where we 

were met by a good friend with his Limo who then took us to our motel in Acacia Ridge (home of the old Holden 

assembly plant).  A feed at a local pub (it was $10 streak night) a few shandies and a couple of bets on the pokies.

Thursday

A short walk to CEVA to get the cars before heading back to the 

motel to get the girls then off on our 250km journey to the Gold 

Coast.  The actual distance between Brisbane and Gold Coast is 

80km but we were asked to do a minimum of 250km in order to 

qualify for Grand Champion.  Not sure why as in the history of the 

ASR no stock standard car has won GC.

So a map was purchased and a scenic route planned, then off we 

went into the wide blue yonder.  One place we did stop at caused 

quite a stir with some Chinese tourists resulting in us stuck there 

for an hour whilst pictures were snapped with the cars.

Cruising through the Great Dividing Range in an old EH was quite 

something as you don't get hills – I should say mountains like that 

back in the Golden West.

The plan was to head south to the border then back up the coast but the traffic was bumper to bumper from Robina 

so we headed towards the coast then up to Broadbeach for lunch. Simon and Tina were making their way up from 

NSW and had forgotten about daylight saving so our rendezvous plans were out of kilter

After lunch we cruised up the coast to the ASR HQ and our villa.  A quick game of rock, scissors, paper to see who 

got what bedroom – Vera paper beats rock all day!  Anyway I bags the top bunk!

Then it was up to the men to hunt and gather at the local BWS for supplies for the next 4 days, whilst the women 

folk sorted living arrangements and the all important dips, cheese and crackers!

That night there was a meet and great BBQ where you can catch up with folks that yo haven't seen for 2 years and 

meet some new people, unfortunately is pissed down!  Welcome to Queensland!

Friday

Is the official start of the event, and they had organised a tour of LeBrease Customs – famous for his EH delivery 

and 2 door hard top Falcon.  The West Aussie lads hitched a ride with Mr ASR Jonathan Dewar in the original EH 

limo (I still reckon the multi door NSW version is better, LOL) with the king of ASR documentaries Mick and his 

trusty video camera. 

ASR wrap
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We headed back to the HQ with a quick stop off to see some locals, OMG I know where the majority of our taxes 
go and they should really spend some on deodorant and dentists.  We consumed our Chiko rolls then headed 
back to HQ for a swim and sink a few bevies.

That evening was the drive inns at a really cool 50's twin screen theatre, and the prospect of 100+ EJ/EH 
Holdens of all styles in one place was sight to behold.  Some entrants even dressed up in period costume to 
complete the 60's theme.  My favourite was the Thunderbirds are go family 

Pity the feature film was unadulterated crap with flying cars jumping from Dubai high rise buildings.

Saturday
Show and shine day and this is where my OCD bubbles to the top.  I must say that my offsider, your president 
has been through this many times before so knows the signs to look for.

The club was represented by 1 sedan, 1 panel van and 2 utes.  The layout was good as you had the utes and vans 
together, then wagons then sedans (biggest number) then modified cars.

In no particular order the stand outs on the day were, the S4, the EJ taxi, the wineberry PV, the Roebuck pear 
wagons, the Cuzzy Bro ute and the tastefully done V8 EH sedan with widened steel rims.

The little black duck was popular amongst the older more distinguished crowd and it was great to chat to people 
about it.  One bloke remembered servicing it back in 1966 at a Holden dealership in Goulburn NSW
The day was bloody hot and humid so after packing up and taking the obligatory WA delegate photo it was back 
to the villa and sink some beers in the pool.  

Sunday
Driving events – these were held at a private race track nestled amongst the cane fields a few kilometres up the 
road.  Those with modified cars were left somewhat annoyed as there was a noise restriction due to a 
disgruntled neighbour.  Anyway we did the mandatory runs then headed back to the Gold Coast to grab a feed 
with the other WA crew at pub!
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That night was the farewell dinner and awards at a local leagues club.  Having attended a few ASR in the past 
you soon learn that it's every man for himself and thankfully Mark Cole was there early to claim a table for the 
West Aussies.

The conversations were interrupted by the sound of a paddle steamer whistle and this was a clue that the worst 
kept secret of the weekend, i.e. the Vics were going to announced that they were hosting ASR 2017 on the banks 
of the Murray.

Not to be outdone WA took the stage to see whether there was an interest in people attending an event in our 
home state in 2019.  The show of hands was encouraging but proof will be in the pudding come 2017.

The trophy presentation is always an interesting one as there is fierce competition not only between The 
Premier and Garden states, but also within the many NSW clubs.  It was one of the few years that an entrant 
from WA didn't win the longest distance but we did walk away with two trophies – best display to Wendy and 
runner up sedan to Vera.

Monday
The final day is always a slow start then its pack up, check out, say your goodbyes to fellow travellers then nick 
off.

hunters and gatherers mobile christmas tree

winners r grinners all on display
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Gerard and Daphne Sylvester have given their honeymoon pride-and-joy a make over for their 50th anniversary. 

The couple became grease monkeys for 12 years to restore their EH Holden ute - which Gerard bought to take 

Daphne on their honeymoon 50 years ago.

"It looked like something at the wrecking yard - hopeless to restore," Mr Sylvester said.  "But when I retired in 

2002, I started working on it."

Mr Sylvester bought the ute new in August 1964 from General Motors in Ingham while he was working at the 

local sugar mill.  "I saw it arriving on the train while I was at work one day - it was a beautiful blue, I paid 1127 

pounds. I bought it for our honeymoon where we travelled to South Australia.”

After the honeymoon, the ute became a workhorse. "I had 101 jobs over its 30 year life before I put it away," Mr 

Sylvester said.

"I bought a Toft cane loader and the ute did a lot of hard driving behind it. The ute saw many roads in all weather - 

dusty, rough and muddy - I've been off-road and ploughed through cane fields a few times."

The Maryborough couple said they checked every inch of the ute for rust before they started the restoration. 

"When I bought the ute I painted it with fish oil - about three times during its life,  then when it was time to restore, 

I turned it upside down and there was almost zero rust."

The two, who have each been deaf since birth, worked together to bring the ute to its former glory.

"I would go to town to get parts and hold the torch when it was needed, I was always helping, but I was always 

waiting to be told what to do."

Mrs Sylvester wants to travel in the car after Christmas to celebrate their honeymoon and the restoration.

"In my mind I was always going to fix it up one day and once I retired I made it real, “Now it's all cleaned up and 

polished, I haven't gotten any more grease on my fingers.” 

This great story was written by Bonnie holms for the Sunshine Coast Daily newspaper

honeymoon EH
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NAME:  Wendy Oliver

O C C U PAT I O N :  O ff i c e / F i n a n c e  
Manager at an Aboriginal Health & 
Wellness Centre in Kwinana

SPOUSE/ PARTNER: Larry Ilgen

CURRENT VEHICLES: 1964 EH 
Panelvan (Merle, after my cousin)

MEMBER SINCE: 2010

COMMITTEE MEMBER: Yes

POSITION: Treasurer

SPORTING TEAM: Follow Cricket, go the Blues NSW, Umpiring as well & Rugby, go 
the Western Force. 

PROJECTS ON THE GO: Well there are a few on the go at the moment:
The van is getting its engine redone, taking it down to Pinjarra, Galloways! 
Getting some paint touch ups done as well, the bonnet, front guard, rear window 
and tail gate.   
Our kitchen is half way through having a full renovation; the interior is getting a 
paint job too. Can't wait for it to be finished and the dust settled!

DREAM CAR: One we can tow behind our dream Motor-home when we become grey 
nomads.  This could very well be the Panelvan, get some looks then!

WHAT PISSES YOU OFF: Idiots on the 
road! Lots of them on the way to & 
from work, wow how they don't have 
an accident beggar's disbelief!
 
DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN THREE 
WORDS: One will do – Crafty, love my 
crafting, any and all kinds

spot light on
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“Drum Brakes and three on the tree, get outta the way”

Our race week for the Winter classic started on tunning day Saturday the 20th. The EH car club of WA joined us in 

activities to see what we do to prep the cars for our race days. This all came about from the club supporting us with 

our endeavours to keep the EH flag flying in Historic touring car racing. Both cars tested well, only problem on 

the day was with Gary's car crunching in second gear during the down shift, so the club members helped out with 

a gearbox change. The rest of the day was all about explaining things we needed to modify and develop to keep 

these old girls on the pace. All up, a great day and the cars were tucked away in the garages for the following 

weekends bash.

Race day dawned with the news from the WASCC that radio coms was on the blink, suffering from the previous 

Sunday's lightning show, resulting in the delayed start to the meeting and therefore the whole program was 

further behind than an anaconda's arse. Coupled up with that was the revelation from John Bondi, after returning 

from getting fuel, that the club fuel tank had run out and no Avgas was available. Now ordinarily that doesn't 

bother us, but this weekend was the only time we couldn't get fuel before getting up there, so armed with a fully 

paid up credit card, we were relying on the club fuel. We only had enough for qualifying and 1 race each.

Qualifying finally got under way after the coms fix, both cars putting down some respectable times early on, but 

after 3 laps, number 90 started smoking and then oil surge. Now this was happening in the previous meeting 

(April) where after around 3 laps, the oil would find its way into the catch can, which over flowed onto the 

exhaust. It wasn't caused by the rocker cover filling, but oil foaming and mixing with the “blow by” and finding 

its way into the can. I thought I had it licked during the break, there wasn't any trouble from it during the previous 

Saturday tuning day. Anyway I organised a drain back into the sump and was ready for Race 1.

First race was a cracking start, I managed to get passed 3 cars by the first turn, then settle in behind the 2 Alfas for 

the rest of the rest holding off Bill Schipper. Gary on the other hand had a poor start, bit too much wheel spin and 

therefore getting swamped a bit. He settled down to a race long tussle with Chris Chang in the Alfa. My race came 

to a spluttering end after 6 laps. Duelling with Bill for the first 5, the old girl started cutting out periodically which 

became worse as I went on. I decided enough on the 7th lap and garaged it. The Gary & Chris duel carried on 

throughout the rest of the race, Gary finally beating him across the line. 

Number 90 was seemingly out for the meeting, because of the miss fire, so we used my spare fuel for Gary. Gary's 

start from row 2 was again wheel spin, so had his hands full of Cortinas, Alfas and Bill Schipper's Datto. That's 

basically how it remained for the rest of the race, Gary's car a bit tail happy for our liking and Chris Chang beat 

him into 3rd by race end. Gary's 4th wasn't a bad result anyway.

By putting my spare fuel into Gary's car for the second race it also meant he could get the this last race in. As for 

me, I managed to fix number 90, turned out to be a crook module in the distributor, another 1 went in and seemed 

alright. I decide to have a crack in the last race, knowing full well that I would run out of fuel, but I wanted to see if 

all was well with the miss fire.

Another good start from me from the back, Gary had wheel spin again, but managed to get away better. We raced 

on with Gary in front of the Randle's lotus and me behind. We raced on like that for the next couple of laps, Randle 

not getting by Gary, me not getting by Randle. I gave it a way on lap 4 with fuel surge, thought I should leave a bit 

for putting it on the trailer. Gary carried on for the rest of the race holding off Randle to the end.

All up a mixed day Gary had a clean but not so flash day, my day was encouraging enough, but a few more 

problems to fix before the next Jaunt. Will definitely line up for the October Historics meet, hopefully we'll have 

both cars sorted and on the pace by then, may get one or both meetings in between if time permits.

See you at the track

Francis bros
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CAR enthusiasts have the opportunity to own a fully restored EJ Holden after a charity auction winner pulled out 
of a $70,000 bid for the classic car.

About 1000 people watched two men compete for the car in a dramatic bidding war at the EJ Whitten Foundation 
Charity Auction last week.

But the next day the winner, whom the charity declined to name, phoned foundation executive officer Barry 
Besanko to tell him he would not be buying the car.

“We are completely shocked at the collapse of the sale. The loss of the donation is devastating to our foundation,’’ 
he said.

Bodymaster Prestige Paint and Panel owner Declan McKearney spent nine weeks restoring the car at his 
Williamstown North workshop.

The drama has been captured on film as the restoration and auction of the car is to be the launch pad for a new 
show called Resto My Ride.

But the disappointment of the auction has been turned into a golden opportunity for someone else, with the car 
back on the market and available for sale to the revhead who can make the best offer.

Resto My Ride producer Sam Martin said the underbidder, who wished to remain anonymous, was asked if he 
wanted to buy the car at his last bid but said he would wait to see how the new campaign went.

“Every cloud has a silver lining,’’ Ms Martin said.

“It’s a beautiful vehicle and we had a lot of feedback through social media saying they wished they had known it 
was for sale.”

The EJ Whitten Foundation raises funds for research into and the treatment of prostate cancer while helping raise 
awareness about the disease that kills about 3300 Australian men a year.

mr. football 
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Peter Smol from the Victorian club has been looking under many open bonnets at car shows around the country 

collating Id and chassis plate numbers for the EH and he has posted his findings on social media and graciously 

allowed us to reproduce it here.  So, do you want to know how many EH's of each model were built? 

Some figures seem to pop up very randomly, and there is always the "I heard from ......". Well here is an 

estimation based on about 1200 body plate, chassis number, engine number, owner's manual details etc. 

It is only an estimate, and can only be done by looking at the highest body number of each model for each 

assembly plant and going from there. Holden has no records. They are gone. They do not exist. We can all say 

they should have kept them, however when the VB Commodore was arriving in 1978 they threw out hundreds of 

truckloads of records, blueprints, moulds, parts etc. 

They were moving on, and making room for their next stage. They were there to make money, not be historians. 

The records are gone. 

GMH was able to get an accurate figure of the total number of EH's built, just by adding the highest of the chassis 

numbers for each assembly plant. The numbers off the body build plates were not kept. The chassis numbers 

stamped in the driver's side engine bay skirt panel starts at 1001 instead of 1, so you need to subtract 1000 to get 

the number your EH was off the assembly line. 

The Body build plate numbers start at 1. So EH239A 1M would be the first EH Premier Station Sedan auto from 

the Melbourne body plant. Bodies were made Adelaide, Sydney and Melbourne.

This is where the actual shell was spot welded together. It was not until the whole car was assembled that the 

chassis number was allocated. Engine numbers were one after the other, regardless of size. It was only the letter 

before the engine number that designated it as a 149 Low compression (179 head), 149 or 179. 

The 149 low compression engines were designed to run on 86 octane fuel that was available at the time, also 

known as 'Standard' petrol. Assembly plants were Adelaide, Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and NZ. 

All Panel van bodies were made in Adelaide. The little plate screwed under the body build plate on the firewall is 

a GM stock number. This was used on all GM dealer sold vehicles, including Holden, Chevrolet, Pontiac, 

Cadillac, Bedford etc. It was allocated one car after another, regardless of brand. These records are also gone to 

the tip.

In regards to the database of body plate, chassis number, engine number, original registration number info. He 

has collected this over the last 15 years. It has no personal details at all. The info is clearly what you see when a car 

is parked with the bonnet open. Also a lot of people post the details on 'For Sale' ads and people also email them to 

By the numbers
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So here are some estimates, not including S4. In order from least to most rare.

Peter has never seen an EH215A or EH219A auto yet, 
which would make sense as these were the base models

Some people get worried about re-birthing etc. with all 
this information. Not really something to worry about, 
as the body build plate has no registration relevance, and 
there is no benefit in making a fake engine or chassis 
number, as they are not linked to the body plate in any 
way. The database is no secret.

Tag pictured on the right is
BODY : EH235M-443-S
TRIM : 599-C44
PAINT : 568-6459

More information can be found in Holden’s Black 
Book by Warren Turnbull

This book lists all model codes, trim codes, paint 
codes etc.  associated with the VIN and Body 
Identification Plates, compliance codes, engine 
prefixes and numbering.

This book covers all the numbering systems used 
by General Motors Holden’s from 1948 through to 
the end of the VZ Commodore in 2006. It also 
covers Torana, Gemini and Camira vehicles.

This book lists all model codes, trim codes, paint 
codes etc.  associated with the VIN and Body 
Identification Plates, compliance codes, engine 
prefixes and numbering.

This book will show you how to interpret all these 
numbering systems, a must for any Holden 
enthusiast.

Body Identification Plates interpreted from each 
plant for each model and each variation
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We EJ/EH enthusiasts are a funny mob.

I’m a people watcher, I love airports, shopping centers and car shows as these venues satisfy my urge to 
study Homo sapiens in their natural environment.

Owning what some may consider classic cars has allowed me access to that perplexing habitat of the car 
enthusiast.  It doesn’t matter what make of car these creatures own, they are invariably all the same.  
However different models within a particular marque can and does lead to peacocking amongst the 
males.

Seeing as this is an EH publication I’ll confine my comments to Australia’s most popular model car.  
Since owning an EH and being a member of the WA club I have attended many shows in WA and over 
east which has presented me an opportunity to observe the dynamics of car club groups as well as the 
general public.

Interestingly it is within organisations that you get a high degree of jealousy and tall poppy syndrome.  
I’ve watched club members walk straight past a car and not even look at it as it belongs to a person they 
don’t like, or they will stand at a car and try their hardest to pick faults with it and if they are in a clique 
then the personwith the highest faults tally gets the accolades form the others.

I find it disconcerting how people are quick to bag another person’s pride and joy, as either they don’t 
like the owner - the car is better than theirs - or it’s not to their taste.

I have been guilty of not liking a car for its colour or wheels or interior but I realise that what I think may 
not be what the populous think but more importantly the person who built the car didn’t do it for my 
benefit, they did it for their own.

I am appreciative of the stock standard purist’s side of vehicle admiration, similarly I understand the 
modified guys side of vehicle improvements, as I have a foot in both camps and I relish the friendly 
banter that can be had between the two.

However with the advent of the internet and especially Face book the self-proclaimed Gurus, hide 
behind their monitor to champion their cause of jealousy and condemnation via the keyboard.

Now I’m not a big fan of Zuckerberg’s creation as it promotes big noting yourself (and who really wants 
to know what you ate for dinner) to all your virtual friends/followers.  But if you have kids then you 
need to be on it plus if you have a hobby like cars,  then you definitely need to be on it as it is an instant 
source of technical support and bargains.

Recently there have been some nice examples of stock EH Holdens offered for sale on Face Book.  One 
was a low mileage Gundagai Grey utility that the owner says has been painstakingly restored, with an 
asking price of $55,000. The other a beautiful Bulla Grey Premier sedan with NASCO accessories for 
$44,000

No sooner had the ute add be posted, the knives were out in full force re the asking price, with comments 
like “tell him he’s dreaming” “the guys on drugs” etc

In my opinion the guy can ask what ever price he likes and if it is too much then it won’t sell.  If it has 
been restored using NOS GMH parts then these add to the value of the car.  In relative terms the price 
has appreciated $1078 per year (probably better than most supers) and if you bought a carton of beer a 
week you would have pissed away close to $2600 in a year.

soap box 
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An average ute goes for between 9 to 15K, add approximately 15 to 20K for a panel and paint plus a few 
$1000 more for trimming then you will get close to $40,000 for a great car.  Take into account the build 
time of a few years, engine and transmission rebuild plus all the take away pizzas 50K may not be far 
off the mark.

But for these people it’s easier to slam the guy than to appreciate what he has done and welcome the fact 
that a humble workman utility for 1964 is fetching such prices.
The issues is that EJ/EH Holdens are seen as an entry level car and you can pick up a good example for 
around 10K.  Try getting an SLR 5000 or GTR Xu1 or a HK327 for anything under 30K you won’t.

I doubt we will ever rid the world of keyboard warriors who have nothing better to do than slam other 
peoples cars whilst waiting to jump on a comment that you may have made in order to make themselves 
look great in the eyes of their followers.

Rant over!

this month we thought we would give your brain a work out with our own word puzzle.
words are either left to right or top to bottom, no diagonal or backwards stuff as that’s for 
the pros out there.

See if you can find the following

club - ute -premier - sedan - wagon - special - standard - Mosman - acacia - Woodville - 
Pagewood - Elizabeth - Perth - coupe - pound - roof - trim - paint - auto - manual - van - 
EH - EJ - HR - HD - Holden - vin 

puzzle 



Suppliers
The following suppliers have been recommended by club members.

The EH Holden Car Club of WA Inc says Caveat Emptor!

STREET SCENE AUTOS

16 Prindiville Dr, Wangara
Phone 

9309 2180

** Mention the club **

Ultrachrome
49 Gordon Road East

Osborne Park
Phone 

9444 5060

WESTSIDE ENGINE
RECONDITIONING

13 Buckley St, Jandakot
Phone 

417 19559

RARE
PARTS

45 Welshpool Road, 
PH: 08.9470.1117 
Fax: 08.9470.4448

REPCO JOONDALUP

210 Winton Drv, Joondalup
Phone 

300 27029
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Pedders
Suspension Centre

3/8 Packard St, Joondalup 
Phone 

9300 1961

VINCI CHROME

87 Holder Way, Malaga
Phone 

248 42009

Phone 
13 46 46

COLONY CAFÉ 
, Midland

Open 7 days
9250 4465

Ask for Lisa!

53 the Crescent
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Holden enthusiasts travel to Kellerberrin
Noted Holden historian and author Don Loffler stopped in at Kellerberrin’s Merek Brothers Garage 
recently.

When Mr Loffler retired at the end of 1996 his life took an unexpected turn.  After 34 years of teaching 
German and Latin, he began to write books about his lifelong hobby - the first 10 Holden car models.

So far he has written five books - She’s a beauty! the story of the first Holden, Still Holden together - 
Stories of the first Holden model, the FJ Holden - a favourite Australian car, Me and my Holden - a 
nostalgia trip with the early Holdens and Holden Days - From the original 48/215 to the HR.

Mr Loffler’s sixth book, Holden snapshots is due to appear just before Christmas.

He is now well advanced on his seventh book, which will feature examples of very rare Holdens from 
the 48/215 to the HR.

Mr Loffler greatly enjoyed his previous visit to Kellerberrin in December 2011 and said he was 
delighted to be re-invited to make this return visit to Marek Brothers Garage.

Last Saturday 100 guests at the former Dowding Motors Holden Dealership viewed a presentation on 
the Holden from 1953.

Guests from Holden Car club, the EH Holden Car club and FE/FC car club from Perth and others from 
Yilgarn, Kalgoorlie and Nanup joined the crowd.

This is an excerpt from an article that appeared in the Wheat-belt Mercury 20/10/15

Hooray for Holdens - Richard Marek, Don Loffler and Allan Little with Michael Rothwell’s  FX



mag sponsors
STREET SCENE 

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS
 3/16 Prindiville Dr, 
Wangara WA 6065

Phone 08 9309 2180

EH Holden All state run 2019 - bid 
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